
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of order
management analyst. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for order management analyst

Executes planning, analysis, design, configuration, development, integration,
maintenance, system upgrades, and enhancements associated within the
Sales & Distribution modules in SAP
Interfaces with users to interpret and clarify functional configuration details
and process change requirements involving SAP SD
Performs functional configuration tasks for the SAP SD modules to satisfy
requests from end users for fixes, changes, and enhancements
Performs unit and integration testing and troubleshoots problems with the
SAP SD module after release strategy changes and/or upgrades and other
functional configuration changes have been created and makes changes in
configurations to resolve errors
Acts as a liaison between departmental end-users and programming
personnel in the analysis, design, functional configuration, testing and
maintenance of SAP SD modules to ensure optimal system performance
Tracks and documents changes in functional and business specifications and
writes detailed procedures that can be easily understood by end-users
Identifies opportunities for improving business processes in partnership with
process owners and management through SAP SD and associated
information systems
Provides technical assistance in training, mentoring, and coaching
professional and technical staff on matters related to assigned area
Complies with Corporate IT processes for ITIL management (Incident and

Example of Order Management Analyst Job
Description
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Manages the timely, accurate and compliant processing of sales orders for
MSD to wholesalers, distributors, retail chains, hospitals and physician offices

Qualifications for order management analyst

Seek alignment between cross-functional partners, and escalate risks where
necessary
1 year of experience with an Order Management System
Experience within Retail is preferred
Experience within a software development lifecycle role
At least 5 years of experience supporting and interfacing SAP Order
Management in a build-to-order including quoting, pricing, order
management, invoicing, and after sales service
SAP implementation experience in SAP SD (Sales and Distribution) and GATP


